Streakers get the boot: fair or not?

Eight drunken hostelites from the National University of Singapore were expelled from their hall. YouthInk writers wonder if this is fair.

**Not the worst problem**

The expulsion of students from their hostel for streaking amused me greatly — surely other actions which go unpunished violate hostel etiquette in far worse ways?

Why, while on an overseas conference last month, I had the misfortune of rooming with an undergraduate with severe personal hygiene issues. She did not bathe for 2½ days, slept comfortably all night in the same corporate wear she wore the day before to the conference, and left her soiled undergarments in the communal bathroom.

My only relief was that she did not invite strange bedfellows into our room.

It may be university policy to punish streakers, but bad behaviour manifests itself in different ways and on varying scales of abomination.

At least you don’t have to smell streakers.
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